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21st January - 18th February
CONNECTIONS
COLOURS Electric blue/purple & Light Yellow
PLANTS Orchids, Olive & Aspen
GEMSTONES Amethyst, Aquamarine, Malachite, black onyx and Garnet.
METAL Platinum
ANIMALS Dog & Cuckoo
AQUARIANS have two ruling planets. Uranus & Saturn. Uranus is the planet of the
unexpected and unusual, and Saturn the planet that links to the ability to apply wisdom
and to plan ahead.
THE ELEMENTAL Influence for Aquarius Air. Air represents pure thought and mind, so
Aquarians tend to excel at original thinking and have many ideas. However, these ideas
can be impractical from time to time.
KEYWORDS - Imagination & inventiveness, Kindness & humanitarianism, Independence
& detachment, Warmth & friendship, Quirkiness & rebellion, Analysis & experimentation,
Mystery and originality.
AQUARIUS is a masculine, fixed air sign. They are usually very sympathetic towards
others and kind and friendly. They are frequently unpredictable and sometimes a little
distant. Independence is very important to them, even at the cost of personal
relationships. AQUARIANS can be rather eccentric. They have high principles and tend to
bend towards Science and Technology. Aquarians like ideas more than emotions.
AQUARIUS CHILD Is quick thinking, sensitive and intuitive. Seems confident and relaxed.
Full of ideas even crazy ones. Is generous. Feels pressured by emotional demands. May
rebel against rules.
HEALTH They need plenty of fresh air, sleep and regular exercise. They have little
resistance to excessive heat, cold or humidity. AQUARIANS suffer particularly from the
legs and ankles. These areas are more prone to injury by sprains, fractures and the like.
The circulation of the blood also comes under this sign. Are more susceptible to electric
shocks because of Uranus! BODY PARTS linked to Aquarius are: Eyes, Blood circulation,
Lungs & Breath, Calves, Tibia & fibula, Ankles and Achilles tendon.
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LOVE They are keener on the idea of love that the reality. They can easily feel trapped
and maybe more comfortable living alone. In the right relationship they can be very stable.
AQUARIANS prefer to develop a relationship slowly, they need their space and to assert
their independence. They will not respond to a jealous partner. AQUARIUS has a strong
independent streak and tend to avoid heavy emotional scenes. They are curious about
everything and dislike the concept of taboos. Consequently they tend to be extremely
inventive and rather kinky lovers. AQUARIUSS are typically compatible with Gemini, Leo
and Libra
FAMOUS ACQUARIANS Edouard Manet, Humphrey Bogart, Virginia Woolf, Lewis
Carroll, Anton Chekhov, Charles Darwin, Christian Dior, Charles Dickens and Lord Byron.

The wheel is complete - commenced in March 2009 and completed November 2009 - a nine month gestation. Each
zodiac signs sits within a repeating segment from which is sub divided (1.618) to show the sign illustration and it's
consolation below. All segments revolve around OM at the centre. Each sign illustration has spirals within it that
connects points of energy to the next in each direction. Now that it is finally completed the 12 are in place around 1 and
all consolations are joined in the space. Each individual star segment is a painting in its own right, ink on water colour
paper with the illustration drawn in white pastel. Check out your own star sign painting - high quality unframed or framed
greeting cards prints available at www.ourpsychicart.com to purchase.
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